
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of lead design. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for lead design

Direct others in designing service blueprints, user journeys, mood boards,
comps (with and without wireframes), concept sketches, presentation decks,
style guides, storyboards, prototypes
Lead end-to-end (conception, development, maintenance and evolution)
implementation of consumer online banking solutions
Provide support during implementation planning sessions for defining
strategies for rolling out solutions
A knowledge of of European Train Control Systems (ETCS), Communications
Based Train Control (CBTC) or Positive Train Control (PTC)
A technical knowledge of railway systems and equipment in Australia
Work across TR to leverage and legal assets in mutual beneficial ways
Partner within LMS segment with the customer marketing team, which has
primary go to market responsibilities, and with Market Development, who
have primary thought leadership responsibilities
Communicate potential issues to the Creative Director and try and manage
smaller design related issues within the visual design team as they arise
Collaborate on cross-functional project teams which will include any
combination of designers, product managers, business analysts, marketing
professionals, and engineers
Apply expert knowledge of branding, typography, organization, hierarchy,
color theory, patterns, and interaction design principles to create pixel
perfect high-fidelity mock ups and specifications that represent visual display
and work-flow
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A ‘design knowledge’ of HTML, CSS, Javascript, and iOS/Android
Strong design voice combined with an aptitude for balancing concepts with
practical constraints
Oversee Business Analysis and Design, providing cohesive solution
provisioning from the earliest stages of the project
Work with clients to prepare comprehensive IT solutions
Collaborate with the business to determine how to best design to meet their
specific digitization needs
10+ years in sustainable design experience


